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The strongly correlated material FeSi exhibits several unusual thermal, magnetic, and structural
properties under varying pressure-temperature (P-T) conditions. It is a potential thermoelectric
alloy and a material of several geological implications as a possible constituent at the Earth’s core-
mantle boundary (CMB). The phase transition behavior and lattice dynamics of FeSi under different
P-T conditions remain elusive. A previous theoretical work predicted a pressure-induced B20-B2
transition at ambient temperature, yet the transition is only observed at high P-T conditions in
the experiments. Furthermore, the closing of the electronic gap due to a dramatic renormalization
of the electronic structure and phonon anomalies has been reported based on the density function
calculations. In this study, we have performed high pressure powder x-ray diffraction and Nuclear
Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (NRIXS) measurements up to 120 GPa to understand the phase
stability and the lattice dynamics. Our study shows evidence for a nonhydrostatic stress induced
B20-B2 transition in FeSi around 36 GPa for the first time. The Fe partial phonon density of
states (PDOS) and thermal parameters were derived from NRIXS measurements up to 120 GPa
with the density function theoretical (DFT) calculations. These calculations further predict and are
consistent with pressure-induced metallization and band gap closing around 12 GPa.
*Corresponding authors: ravhi@uic.edu, liquan777@jlu.edu.cn

INTRODUCTION

Iron monosilicide (FeSi) is a particular example of
a strongly correlated electron system with d-electrons,
which has attracted much attention because of its
unusual anomalous temperature dependencies of mag-
netic [1–3], optical [4], elastic [5], transport proper-
ties [3, 6] and noncentrosymmetric crystal structure. FeSi
is a narrow band gap semiconductor [7] and a promising
material for thermoelectric and solar applications [8–10].
The Fe3Al2Si3 based thermoelectric material shows large
conductivity and Seebeck coefficient values in which the
FeSi microstructure plays a key role in the observed high-
power factor [11]. In addition, doping of FeSi with Al
is reported to lead to a heavy-Fermion metal with un-
usual properties [12]. Tuning the magnetic properties

of a narrow band gap semiconductor and its non-fermi
liquid state with impurities have fundamental interest
in spintronics [13], nonvolatile memory devices [14] and
quantum many body physics. FeSi is also used in the
fabrication of soft magnetic composite materials [15, 16]
which have importance in the commercial high frequency
and high-power electromagnetic applications and mo-
tors. Most recent experiments and theoretical observa-
tions show topological Fermi arcs, bulk chiral fermions in
monosilicides [17–20]. They have further attracted con-
siderable interest in FeSi type isostructural materials and
their microstructures.

The effect of pressure on the B20 to B2 phase transi-
tion of FeSi has been a long-standing interest. Further-
more, the lattice vibrations and transformation of the
electron spectra in the gap energy region is dominated
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by the dynamics of iron atoms. Since the d-electrons
of iron mainly form the electronic spectrum near the
Fermi level [21], the rearrangement of the electronic spec-
trum due to the closing of the gap and the correspond-
ing release of free-charge carriers affects first the bond-
ing forces of iron atoms and hence reflected in the iron
partial phonon density of states (PDOS) [22]. There-
fore, the study of the correlations between the iron par-
tial phonon spectrum and the electron subsystem under
variable external parameters can provide important in-
formation about physics of the strong correlations and
metal-insulator transition in FeSi. The PDOS is also es-
sential to describing a variety of physical properties that
are important in many other contexts, ranging from com-
position of circumstellar dust [23] to electronic transport,
and strong electronic correlation effects [24].

Potential applications include understanding its pres-
ence in the Earth’s core-mantle boundary (CMB) and
geoscience perspective [25–27]. Seismic data reveals a
considerable reduction in sound velocities and increase in
Poisson’s ratio in the ultralow-velocity zone (ULVZ) be-
tween outer core and lower mantle [28]. Light elements
(C, O, S, Si, etc.) and their iron alloys are important
constituent materials in the CMB [29–32]; among them
iron monosilicide (FeSi) has attracted much interest in
the last decade as it was proposed as one of the major
light-element iron alloys in CMB [33–35]. Extensive ex-
perimental and theoretical studies have been performed
in recent years to understand the properties of FeSi at
high pressure and temperature conditions.

Existing compression data, however, provide mixed re-
sults about the structural stability and phase transition.
At the ambient condition, FeSi is found to be stable in a
B20 type cubic structure (P213 ). Ab initio calculations
suggest that the B20 phase undergoes a pressure-induced
transformation at ambient T to a B2 type structure above
13-15 GPa [36–40]. This structural transition, however,
is not found experimentally as predicted. The B20-B2
transition is only reported above 24 GPa and 1950 K [41].
More recently, melting studies have shown a first order
phase transition to the B2 structure at P-T conditions
as low as 12 GPa and 1700 K [42]. The equation of
state of FeSi has been studied at RT and HT [43–47],
and the pressure-induced phase transition holds consid-
erable significance since the difference in compressibility
of the B20 and B2 phases could provide key insights into
the role and extent of the contribution by FeSi to the
density deficit in the CMB. A more comprehensive study
on the high-pressure behavior of FeSi is therefore highly
desirable.

In addition to understanding the electronic correla-
tions, the PDOS further provides insight into the anoma-
lous thermal properties, chemical composition through
substantial changes in the Debye temperature, the sound
velocity and density relation as has been demonstrated
for iron. Few NRIXS experiments on FeSi have been re-

ported to date to megabar pressures [48–50]. Such mea-
surements will allow a systematic and quantitative de-
scription of the key thermodynamic properties of FeSi
that can be compared to the established models for un-
derstanding strong correlations and in geoscience such as
Preliminary Earth Reference Model (PREM).

Here we report on a combined experimental and
theoretical study of the structure and phonon density of
states of FeSi at high pressure and high temperature. We
have performed a suite of high-pressure x-ray diffraction
(XRD) and NRIXS experiments to provide a compre-
hensive description of FeSi under high P-T conditions.
we have also carried out ab initio density functional the-
ory calculations to provide systematic benchmarks and
key insights into the mechanism of the structural trans-
formation. Our XRD experiments reveal the pressure
induced B20 to B2 phase transition at ambient T, and
a strong influence of non-hydrostatic stress that signifi-
cantly lowers the threshold pressure for the onset tran-
sition. The PDOS of FeSi up to 120 GPa at ambient
T and the compressional and shear velocities compare
well with the PDOS of B2 phase synthesized at high P-T
by laser heating, indicating that the sample compressed
non-hydrostatically has a predominantly B2 phase at 120
GPa. Furthermore, the relation between compressional-
wave velocity and density were also obtained in our ex-
periments. We have further examined the bandgap of
FeSi using ab initio methods and show a pressure induced
metallization.

EXPERIMENATL AND THEORETICAL
METHODS

The isotopically enriched polycrystalline FeSi sample
was prepared under arc melting the constituent starting
materials. The well ground starting materials with 95%
isotopically enriched Fe and Si were pressed into small
pellets and then loaded into a Cu hearth which was in-
troduced in the arc melter. An ultra-pure Ar atmosphere
is maintained in the arc melter to prevent any oxidation
while reacting the compositions. The pellets were flipped
and heated multiple times to obtain a homogeneous reac-
tion, the resultant ingot was then retrieved and charac-
terized using a Bruker D8 Discover in-house powder x-ray
diffraction system. We did not find any secondary phase
in the reacted material. Single phased FeSi samples in
the B20 phase were then loaded into a 100 µm hole of a
preshaped Be gasket (with no Fe impurities) in three post
panoramic diamond anvil cell which could accommodate
three avalanche photodiode detectors (APD) detectors
with ruby pressure marker for the NRIXS experiments.
The NRIXS experiments were performed at the 16 IDD
sector of HPCAT of APS, ANL. For the NRIXS experi-
ments, the incident photon energy was tuned to 14.4125
keV, the nuclear resonance energy of 57Fe. The NRIXS
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signal was measured using the three APD detectors posi-
tioned symmetrically and perpendicular to the direction
of the incident x-ray beam close to the sample chamber in
the panoramic diamond cell to maximize the counts and
signal-to-noise ratio. NRIXS data were collected scan-
ning the incident photon energy, with ∆E = −100 to
+100 meV from the resonant energy, in steps of 0.5 meV
with a monochromator energy resolution of 2.2 meV.

The HPXRD and laser heating experiments were per-
formed at the high-resolution micro-focused diffraction
beam line 16-IDB of HPCAT, APS. We used both sym-
metric and the panoramic DACs for our experiments.
The sequence of the high-pressure diffraction experiments
is outlined in detail in the following section. The XRD
patterns were collected before and after laser heating [51].

First-principles calculations were carried out using
the density functional theory with the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerh generalized gradient approximation (GGA) ex-
change correlation potential [52] as implemented in the
VASP code [53]. We used the projector augmented wave
(PAW) pseudo potential method [54] with a plane wave
basis set, and we employed a cut-off energy of 400 eV
and a 16×16×16 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid to ensure
that enthalpy calculations are converged to better than
1 meV/atom. The phase transformation processes are
simulated using the climbing image nudged elastic band
(CINEB) method [55], taking 12 intermediate images in
addition to the two end-point phases. The phonon den-
sity of states was calculated using the direct-force method
as implemented in the fropho package [56].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. High Pressure XRD Experiments
We have performed four separate sets of high-pressure

XRD experiments on FeSi under different pressure condi-
tions: (i) hydrostatic compression using He as the pres-
sure transmitting medium at RT, (ii) non-hydrostatic
compression (no pressure medium) at RT, and (iii) Laser
heating and quenching the sample to obtain the B2 phase
and (iv) In-situ high P-T laser heating with Ne and Ar as
pressure media to determine the phase transition bound-
ary. The XRD patterns of the sample compressed in the
He medium showed no appreciable change up to 75 GPa
in the P-V plot, indicating the stability of the ambient-
pressure B20 phase and the absence of the structural
transition predicted by previously reported theoretical
calculations [36, 40, 57, 58]. Under non-hydrostatic com-
pression, we noticed a shoulder appearing above 36 GPa
at around 2-theta angle 12.25°, which corresponds to the
(102) peak of the B20 phase in addition to a less in-
tense (001) peak around 8°. A cell parameter of a =
2.661(5) Ǻ was obtained for the B2 phase. In the third
run, the sample was laser heated to 2300 ± 200 K while
under compression. The XRD pattern collected after

temperature quench indicates that the onset of B20-B2
transition was observed around 29 (2) GPa, lower than
the transition pressure of about 36 GPa observed under
non-hydrostatic compression at RT. Experiments were
repeated with He and Ne pressure media using in-situ
laser heating and the onset of the phase transition was
found at the same pressure. The P-V EOS derived from
the XRD data collected are shown in Fig. 1 (b). There
is a volume collapse of 4.3% and 5% in the results of
the non-hydrostatic compression and laser heating ex-
periments, respectively. The pressure-volume data is fit-
ted with a standard Birch-Murnaghan equation, and the
bulk modulus derived for the B20 phase is 168 (4) GPa,
which compares well with earlier reports [45] [47, 59–62].
Our XRD results obtained under different pressure and

temperature conditions indicate that the B20-B2 tran-
sition is impeded by a high kinetic barrier, which can
be overcome by high temperature. This is consistent
with previous papers discussing this phenomenon and
explains the lack of theoretically predicted phase tran-
sition despite the favorable energetics associated with
the high-pressure B2 phase of FeSi [38, 63]. A new re-
sult from the present work is the discovery of the crucial
role played by non-hydrostatic pressure in triggering the
B20-B2 phase transition at much lower pressure com-
pared to hydrostatic compression. The phenomenon of
shear-stress induced structural phase transition has re-
ceived considerable interest in recent years. A plastic
shear developed in the DAC could induce a phase trans-
formation that could not be obtained through hydrostatic
experiments [64] ; several examples are available in the
literature such as a superhard wBN transition observed
in a disordered nanocrystalline hBN under large plastic
shear; first-order rhombohedral-orthorhombic transitions
in ferroelectric materials under lattice strain [65], a per-
ovskite to post perovskite phase transition observed in
CaIrO3 under shear stress [66] where the layered post-
perovskite structure could be directly transformed from
the perovskite phase even at room temperature due to
high shear stress conditions. Further examples include
a e-phase transition of iron induced by shear stress in a
rotational diamond anvil cell [67] which was not observed
under hydrostatic conditions [68]. The shear-stress pro-
moted B20-B2 phase transition of FeSi observed in our
experiments offers an important case study, and it is
consistent with the observation of the strain effects that
have been shown to stabilize the B2 phase in FeSi thin
films [69]. To better understand this phenomenon and
explore the underlying mechanism, we performed compu-
tational studies of the effect of shear stress as discussed
below.

B. Effect of Non-hydrostaticity

The B20 structure has been predicted to become en-
thalpically unstable with respect to the B2 phase at a
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FIG. 1. Top: X-ray diffraction patterns collected at various
pressures for FeSi under non-hydrostatic compression. The
arrow in the inset shows the evolution of the (110) Bragg
peak of the B2 phase around 36 GPa and it’s branching out
around 60 GPa. Bottom: The pressure-volume data under
different compression conditions. Open circles show the P-V
data of FeSi with the He medium; solid circles and triangles
represent the results under non-hydrostatic compression for
the B20 and B2 phase, respectively, obtained from a two-
phase fitting of the XRD data; solid diamonds represent the
data for the laser heated sample.

moderate pressure of 10-15 GPa [38] and 30-40 GPa [39].
A plausible cause why this transition was not observed
in previous experiments could be due to a large kinetic
barrier. Furthermore, previous works [70, 71], showed
that the structures of FeSi with their competing stability
are sensitive to the composition and experimental envi-
ronment. To evaluate the effect of non-hydrostatic stress
as a driving force of the kinetic phase-transition process,
we have carried out first-principles calculations to eval-
uate the energetic and kinetic aspects associated with
the pressure and strain effects on the B20-B2 phase tran-

sition of FeSi. The calculated enthalpy changes along
the transformation pathway from the B20 toward the B2
phase at pressures of 20, 60, and 100 GPa are shown in
Fig. 2. It is seen that the enthalpy of B2 relative to B20
decreases monotonically with increasing pressure and be-
comes energetically more favorable when the pressure is
higher than 20 GPa. At 60 GPa, the enthalpy of the B2
phase is about 100 meV/atom lower than that of the B20
phase. On the other hand, the kinetic barrier increases
with rising pressure, reaching 0.610 eV/atom at 60 GPa,
which is much too high to allow phase transitions at am-
bient temperature. This explains the absence of the en-
ergetically favored B2 phase results in many hydrostatic
high-pressure experiments. Recently, Niu etal., [63] the-
oretically examined the structural transition under pres-
sure. A comprehensive study of the energetics and kinet-
ics of B20 to B2 phase were studied for a wide pressure
range from 4 GPa to 48 GPa. A direct conversion of the
B20 phase under hydrostatic compression is predicted to
be less likely due to the large conversion barrier between
these two phases. They show a possible reconstruction
pathway through a metastable Pbcm structure. How-
ever, they further point out that the metastable phase
exists only for a short pressure range and may not be
explicitly observable in the experiments. Besides apply-
ing both pressure and temperature that could aid the
B20-B2 phase transition, the alternate way is to apply a
non-hydrostatic stress. To study the influence of the non-
hydrostatic pressure condition, we have simulated the
kinetic barrier under different stress fields by applying
various multi-axial strains in our calculations. We found
that shear stress indeed leads to a significant reduction
of the kinetic barrier. Fig. 2(b) shows the calculated
barriers for the B20-B2 phase transition pathways under
unstrained and shear strained pressure conditions at the
nominal pressure of 60 GPa when the (110) peak of the
B2 phase clearly branches out. To simulate the complex
shear strain, the starting B20 phase unit cell is deformed
in such a way that the resulting XY, YZ, and ZX stress
components are ~20 GPa while the XX, YY, and ZZ
components are kept at 60 GPa. Our results show that
the kinetic barrier is reduced significantly (nearly 33%)
from the original 0.610 eV/atom under the unstrained
hydrostatic pressure condition to 0.395 eV/atom under
the shear strained. This reduced kinetic barrier is small
enough for phase transition to occur at room tempera-
ture. This result demonstrates that the B20-B2 transi-
tion of FeSi can be induced by the anisotropic stress un-
der non-hydrostatic pressure conditions, which explains
the experimental results. Our results add shear stress as
another working mechanism, along with the known ef-
fect of high temperature that could promote the B20-B2
phase transition.

C. Phonon Density of States

The phonon density of states is a crucial component of
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FIG. 2. (a) Enthalpy changes relative to the value of B20-FeSi
along the pathways for the B20-B2 phase transition at 20, 60,
and 100 GPa. (b) Enthalpy change of the unstrained and
shear-strained B20-FeSi relative to the value of unstrained
B20-FeSi along the pathways for the phase transition to-
ward B2-FeSi at 60 GPa. To evaluate the kinetic barriers
of phase transition between B20 and B2 phases, the phase
transformation processes are simulated using 12 intermediate
images (structures), in addition to the two end-point struc-
tures. Here, image numbers (x) of 0 and 13 correspond to
B20 and B2 structures, respectively.

thermodynamic properties of a material. We performed
NRIXS experiments over a wide pressure range from am-
bient up to 120 GPa and extracted the PDOS by sub-
tracting the elastic peak and fitting the raw NRIXS data
as described elsewhere using the PHOENIX software [72].
We also simulated the PDOS using first-principles calcu-
lations for the B20 and B2 phases of FeSi for comparison
with experiment (Fig.3). The PDOS spectra collected at
nearly ambient pressure (0.1 GPa) are well reproduced by
the simulated DOS for the B20 phase and are consistent
with inelastic neutron, NRIXS measurements [22, 73].
On increasing pressure, the observed PDOS peaks ini-
tially shift systematically to higher energies while the
overall spectral features remain essentially the same. The
spectra collected at 20 and 30 GPa are well described by
the calculated PDOS for the B20 phase with the lat-
tice constant (and volume) contraction being the only

FIG. 3. Phonon density of states (DOS) of FeSi at selected
pressures. The solid and dashed lines represent ab initio the-
oretical results for the B20 and B2 phases, respectively, and
the circles with error bars represent the experimental NRIXS
data. LH indicates the phonon DOS data collected for the
laser heated sample at 17 GPa.

changing structural feature under compression. Above
36 GPa, the phonon modes smear out at lower energies
and the peaks begin to merge due to further compression
of the lattice. At 39 GPa, the experimental data devi-
ates considerably from the calculated results for B2 and
B20 phases, indicating the structure is likely in a mixed
phase. This is consistent with the results of our XRD
measurements that show that the B20 phase starts to
transform to the B2 phase above 36 GPa and the PDOS
spectra thus likely contain contributions from both the
B2 and B20 phases. As pressure is further increased,
B2 component is expected to rise and reflected in the
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experimental PDOS data compared with theoretical cal-
culations. The simulated PDOS at 81 GPa for the B2
phase is found to reproduce the overall phonon spectra
observed experimentally. Furthermore, at 120 GPa the
simulated PDOS for the B2 phase agrees well with the ex-
perimental data. To probe the effect of the kinetic barrier
that impedes the B20-to-B2 phase transition, we synthe-
sized a FeSi sample under simultaneous high-pressure and
high-temperature (by laser-heating) conditions. Our cal-
culations predict that the B2 phase becomes more stable
(lower enthalpy) than the B20 phase at 17 GPa, which is
consistent with previous calculations [74–77]. We further
compared (see Fig. 3) the measured PDOS of the FeSi
sample synthesized under compression and laser heating
which had both B2 and B20 phases. We derive key ther-
modynamic parameters using the PDOS data, which dis-
plays E2scaling behavior. The Debye sound velocity VD
is obtained from the equation [78–81]

D (E) = ( m̃m ) E2

2π2nV 3
D~3

Where
(
m̃
m

)
= 1.339 is the ratio of the57Fe atomic mass

to the average atomic mass of FeSi and n is the density
of atoms. The vibrational heat capacity (Cvib), entropy
(Svib), Debye temperature (θD), the mean square Dis-
placement (Ds) and Lamb Mossbauer factor (fLM ) were
derived from the PDOS (Fig. 4). Heat-capacity is calcu-
lated via,

Cvib (V ) = kB
∫ (

βE

2sinh( βE2 )

)2

D (E, V ) dE, where

β = (kBT )
−1 Entropy can be obtained with the fol-

lowing relation.

Svib = kBβ
2

∫
EcothβE2 D (E, V ) dE −

kB
∫
ln(2sinhβE2 )D (E, V ) dE.

Debye temperature is obtained from this equation.

θD = h
kB

[ 3N
4πV ]

1/3
VD

The mean square Displacement (Ds) is calculated using
the relation [82]

< DS >= ER
3k2

∫
1
E coth

βE
2 D (E, V ) dE .

Lamb Mossbauer factor (fLM ) is obtained from the
equation.

fLM = e−k
2<DS>

From the value of VD, density ρ, and the adiabatic bulk
modulus Bs one can find the aggregate compressional

FIG. 4. Thermodynamic parameters of FeSi as a function of
pressure. The solid and dashed lines represent the calculated
results for the B20 and B2 phase of FeSi, respectively, and the
solid circles are the data derived from the measured phonon
density of states in our experiments.

wave velocity Vp, shear velocity Vs and shear modulus
G from the following equations.

BS
ρ = V 2

P − 4
3V

2
S

3
V 3
D

= 1
V 3
P

+ 2
V 3
S
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G
ρ = V 2

S

The experimental and theoretical data reach a level
of agreement that is similar to those previously ob-
tained [34, 80]. It should be emphasized that the NRIXS
measurements here provide the Fe- PDOS, and the the-
oretical results are compared with thermal parameters.
While the partial phonon density of states provides a
complete picture in elements, in the case of binary alloys,
the contribution from both elements is needed to get the
full phonon density of states and thermal parameters.
Our calculations indicate significant differences in some
of these parameters where the Si contribution plays an
important role. We have provided our calculation results
for the total FeSi and related details in the supplemen-
tary section. Measuring Fe and Si phonon spectra by in-
elastic neutron scattering and combining the results may
provide the complete density of states and corresponding
thermal parameters, however, performing neutron scat-
tering experiments and obtaining the phonon spectra at
extreme pressures is relatively difficult.

Thermal expansion and crystal structure of FeSi inves-
tigated over a wide range of temperatures by Vocaldo et
al., [76] using neutron diffraction found no evidence for
structural or magnetic transitions. However, the inelas-
tic neutron scattering experiments by Delaire et al., [48]
show considerable softening of phonon frequencies with
increasing temperature. A crossover from insulating to
metallic behavior was reported later due to magnetic fluc-
tuations and strong temperature dependent phonon en-
ergies with phonon renormalization leading to a direct
spin–phonon coupling. In addition, it has been reported
that the acoustic and optical phonon modes of FeSi ex-
hibit different degree of anharmonicity which could be no-
ticed in the non-uniform shifting of various NRIXS modes
in the pressure dependency of our experimental phonon
spectra. The Debye temperature of 445 (11) K reported
earlier agrees well with our experiments and theoretical
calculations. We find only a marginal change in the slope
of the Debye temperature during the phase transition as
the transition is sluggish. The calculated band gap and
electronic structure as a function of pressure is shown
in Fig.5. Above 12 GPa, we could observe a pressure in-
duced metallization in FeSi [83, 84]. Earlier high pressure
studies on FeSi and Ge doped FeSi indicate that the local-
ized states in the gap delocalize, leading to a possible con-
tinuous insulator to metal transition below 10 GPa [85].
Recent transport studies under compression indicate that
the transition to a metallic phase is an electronic change
and sensitive to non-hydrostatic compression. The B20-
type structure is retained up to 30 GPa, with no evi-
dence of a discontinuity in the volume-pressure equation
of state data [86] around metallization as observed in our
theoretical simulations and x-ray diffraction studies.

FIG. 5. Calculated electronic band structures for FeSi and
the band gap as a function of pressure.

D. Geophysical Implications
We now discuss the behavior of sound velocities for

FeSi based on PDOS and their geological implications.
Fe-Si alloys could form as a reaction product between
the MgSiO3 perovskites of the lower mantle with iron in
the outer core. Their crystal structure and phase tran-
sition at high pressure vary widely depending on the Si
content and the P-T conditions. Even though the Si con-
tent relevant to the Earth’s core that satisfies the seis-
mological constraints is below 10%, the phase relations of
Si-rich Fe-alloys significantly influence the formation of
CMB. Silicon content as high as 20% in weight has been
predicted [87]. The Si-rich Fe alloys show a stable B2
phase and Si-poor Fe alloys show hcp phase at high pres-
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sure. Lin et al. showed that the hcp phase of 8% Si alloy
(Fe0.85Si0.15) becomes stable above 170 GPa and 3,000
K [88]. The Fe-Si alloy with 16% Si shows a mixture of
bcc and hcp phases at high pressure [89]. Based on the-
oretical simulations, higher Si percentages in Fe-Si alloys
should stabilize the bcc (B2) phase at high pressure [90].
Stoichiometric FeSi (33% Si) falls in the Si-rich region
and the B2 transition is theoretically predicted to occur
at pressures below 30 GPa [38, 39]. In Fig. 6 we plot

FIG. 6. Compressional wave velocity (Vp) versus density re-
lation for FeSi compared with the results for other Fe alloys.

the compressional and shear wave velocities of FeSi as a
function of pressure. The variation of Vp as a function
of density and pressure are crucial to understanding the
materials relevant to the planetary cores. The Vp data
and outer core density profiles obtained by PREM, and
the seismic models suggest that the abundance of light
elements such as silicon, sulphur and oxygen alloyed with
iron at the outer core are constrained by the bulk mod-
ulus and the density. Sulphur and nickel cannot be the
only major elements alloying with iron, as they would re-
quire very high concentrations to account for the density
profiles predicted by PREM. In comparison, with silicon,
the slope of Vp is less affected by nickel and sulfur concen-
tration. The data for FeO falls parallel to FeSi; where the
partition coefficient measurements show depleted oxygen
as an alloying element [91]. Based on these imposed con-
straints, Vp, and the density data, silicon is proposed
to be a viable candidate with 2.8 wt % at the outer core
and 2.3 wt % in the inner core with trace amounts of oxy-
gen [92]. The solubility studies of silicon with iron and
perovskites by Takefuji et al., [93] and the preferred core
model proposed by Badro et al., [94] agree well with the
theoretical calculations on chemical equilibrium of geo-
chemical core conditions and the deviation of the slope
of the Vp vs density data for stoichiometric FeSi with the

change of Vp with increasing atomic weight percentage
of silicon. The changes of both Vp and Vs as a func-
tion of pressure follow a similar trend as those required
by PREM up to 120 GPa near the CMB. The density of
FeSi is found to be higher than that of PREM at upper
mantle, and around CMB, the density matches with the
value of PREM as it increases in the ULVZ. The ratio
of Vp to Vs of 2.2 calculated from our data at 120 GPa
matches well the value expected for ULVZ [95, 96].

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the structural phase transition of FeSi
up to 75 GPa and the phonon density of states up to
120 GPa under hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic com-
pression. We show for the first time that under non-
hydrostatic conditions the B20-B2 phase transition is
triggered around 36 GPa at room temperature. Theo-
retical simulations reveal significant shear-stress induced
reduction of kinetic barrier that promotes the phase tran-
sition of FeSi. Under laser heating, the B20-B2 transition
occurs at a much lower pressure of 29 GPa which con-
firms the theoretical prediction of the relative energet-
ics these FeSi phases and highlight the role of a kinetic
barrier in impeding the transition at room temperature
as seen in previous and our current experiments. These
results explain and reconcile the scattered compression
data on FeSi and expand the understanding of the struc-
tural transformation of FeSi under diverse compression
conditions. We have presented the simulation results
showing the band gap closing for FeSi around 12 GPa
which agrees with the previously reported results. The
phonon density of states obtained from our NRIXS ex-
periments and ab initio calculations further allow a sys-
tematic assessment of the compressional wave velocity
versus density relationship.
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Supplementary Material

Theoretical calculations show the contributions from
Fe and Si to the total phonon DOS for the B2 phase of
FeSi (Fig.S1). While analyzing the individual contribu-
tions, the Fe weighted part is higher below 35 meV and
the Si weighted contributions become dominant above 35
meV.

TABLE I. Comparison of the thermodynamic properties
from theoretical total (full) phonon DOS and theoretical Fe-
weighted phonon DOS for FeSi-B2 phase at zero pressure.

FIG. S1. The calculated full phonon DOS, the Fe-weighted
phonon DOS, and the Si-weighted phonon DOS for FeSi-B2
phase at zero pressure.

The thermodynamic parameters were calculated using
a direct integration approach to obtain the phonon DOS,
Lamb-Mossbauer factor, the mean square displacement,
Debye temperature, entropy, and heat-capacity [1]. As
noticed in Table.1., the thermal parameters vary signifi-
cantly based on the Fe and Si contributions. The ther-

modynamic parameters are shown for selected pressure in

FIG. S2. Thermodynamic parameters calculated at various
pressures for the B2 phase of FeSi.

Fig.S2. The Debye temperature showed marginal differ-
ence in the values. In NRIXS experiments, the measured
quantity is based on the one-phonon contribution which
is used to determine the phonon DOS and the Debye
sound velocity is obtained from fits to the low energy re-
gion of the phonon DOS and the density of the material.
However, it could be noticed that all other parameters
are also affected due to different contributions from Fe
and Si. Consideration of the sensitivity of these param-
eters by the PDOS fitting and the constituent elements
becomes more important in describing these quantities
for binary alloys. [1]. Sturhahn,W., Jackson,J. M., and
Ohtani, E. in Advances in High-Pressure Mineralogy Vol.
421 (Geological Society of America, 2007).
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